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INVENTORY PROBLEM IN LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL FORMULATION 

Ekoko, P. O. 

Abstract 
This paper treats a type of inventory problem having N periods and in 
each period the quantity ordered and the quantity sold are unknown. The 
unit ordering cost and the unit selling price are known. The inventory 
warehouse capacity and the initial inventory level are also known. The 
inventory problem is how to determine the quantities to be ordered and 
sold in each period that will give maximum total profit. The linear 
programming (LP) model of this inventory problem is formulated, 
illustrated numerically and solved using a computer programme in 
PASCAL. 
Keywords: Inventory theory, Linear Programming, Model, Pascal. 

Introduction 

As contained in Anderson and Williams (1986) and Ekoko (1999) inventory is simply the practice 

of stocking goods for future sale or use. The goods could refer to raw materials, work in progress, and 

finished goods. Classification of inventory depends on the nature of the firm. Also, the particular items 

included in each classification depend on the particular firm, Lucey (1992), and Gandner and Dennenbrig 

(1979). That is what would be classified as a finished product for one company might be classified as a raw 

material for another. For example, steel bars would be classified as a finished product for a steel mill and as 

raw material for a nUt and bolt manufacturer. And in a palm oil company where the palm oil, a finished 

product in an oil mill, is a raw material in pomade manufacturing company. 

Raw materials inventories are goods to be changed by processing in the form of production into 

finished goods or for further processing. Work in progress inventories are partly finished goods and 

materials, subassembly, etc. held between manufacturing stages. Inventories of this nature usually occur 

when the product in question had already undergone some production process, but it is not yet ready for sale 

or consumption. These inventories are normally referred to as inventory in transit. Finished goods 

inventories are completed products ready for sale or distribution. In other words, finished goods are those 

goods, which have undergone ail the production stages and are ready for consumption. 

A major problem in inventory theory is how to strike a balance between having too many quantities 

of an item on hand and running out of stock, Agbadudu (1996). The study of inventory enables us to 

formulate an optimal inventory policy which specifies: the ordering or manufacturing quantity, the time 

interval between one order and the next one, and the minimum total inventory cost, Ekoko (1999). For most 

companies, the expenses associated with financing and maintaining inventories are a substantial part of the 

cost of doing business. Commenting on the reasons for carrying out inventory, Lucey (1996) and Schroeder 

(1981) explain that inventory serves a number of important functions such as meeting anticipated demand, 

smoothing production requirements, taking advantages of quantity discounts, minimizing the effects of 

production and delivery disruptions, and holding against price increase. 

In inventory problems, we try to find the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) as well as the Minimum 

Total Inventory Cost, which are part of the inventory policy. As contained in Everett and Ronald (1978), the 

cost components of inventory include manufacturing cost, holding cost and shortage cost. Inventory models 

that have evolved for calculating the EOQ and the minimum total inventory cost can be classified into either 

deterministic or probabilistic inventory models. When the demand and lead time are known and certain, the 

inventory model is deterministic but when the demand is uncertain with a known probability distribution, 

the inventory mode! is said to be probabilistic or stochastic. 

A lot of research work on inventory theory including Taha (2002), and Hiller and Lieberman 

(2001) have been centered on finding the EOQ and minimum total inventory cost for both deterministic and 

stochastic inventory models. Furthermore, Lucey (1992) and Ackoff and Sasieni (1968) have simulated 

inventory models. Our concern in this paper is the formulation of an inventory problem as a Linear 

Programming (LP) problem. This approach is different from the usual inventory
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models in which we seek for the optimal quantity to be produced or ordered and the minimum total 

inventory cost. The model in this paper which is formulated in section 2.0 seeks to maximize the total 

profit made in N periods when xt (I - 8) quantity of an item is ordered in time (f - 5) into a warehouse and 

>’(/) quantity is sold in time t of period j. This is another major application of linear programming, which 

is a powerful tool of Operations Research. In fact, Ekoko (2004) citing Gass (1975) states that 195 papers 

published between 1952 and 1974 (in leading international journals) applied LP to 12 major areas 

including Agriculture, Industries, Military, Economic Analysis, etc. And since then, scores of new 

application areas of LP model are being added annually thereby making LP one of the most applicable 

techniques of Operations Research. The inventory problem and the LP model are sated in section 2.0. 

LP Model Formulation 

The inventory problem mentioned in the preceding section can now be formulated as a linear 

programming (LP) problem. Let D units of goods be the total capacity of the warehouse the units of goods 

ordered at time (/ - 5) where 5 is the delay between ordering and delivering so that the goods ordered at 

time (/ - 5) arrive at the warehouse for stocking at time /. Let c{t - 5) be the unit cost price of the goods 

which prevails at the time (/ - 8) when the order is placed. I ,et l (/) be the number of units sold and the unit 

selling price respectively at time /. Given d, D, S, c(t) and s(t) of an inventory problem, it is required to 

determine x(t) and y(t) so that the profit over a given time span is a maximum. While the common focus of 

research into inventory theory so far has been to determine the optimal quantity (EOQ) that minimize total 

inventory cost this model seeks to determine the optimal quantities x(t) and y{t) that maximizes the profit 

over a given span of time. We shall assume that we can sell any quantity per period (up to D units), 

including zero. 

As we are dealing here with a dynamic situation, we divide the time span of interest into time 

intervals, which we shall assume to be sufficiently short so that we can consider x(t),y(t), c(t) and s(t) to be 

constant during the intervals but discontinuous from one interval to the next. Let us assume also that the 

delay between ordering and receiving is one time period. An order is placed at the beginning of a lime 

period, but the goods are not delivered until the end of the time period in which they are ordered. 

In view of the limited capacity of the warehouse, we shall have constraints on how much can be 

bought (because the goods have to be stored temporary) and how much can be sold (because we cannot sell 

more than we have in storage during any time period). Specifically, our buying activity is constrained by 

the fact the stock on hand at the end of the ilh period cannot exceed D. As the initial inventory is d and the 

net stock added to the inventory during time period j is Xj-yj 

(this may be negative), we can write: 

(1) 

furthermore, the quantity sold during time period i 

cannot exceed the stock on hand at the end of time period (/ - 1). 

(2) 

where it is understood that the summation does not exist when / - L so that y\ < d. It is clear that:  



 

 

 

The LP problem in (6) has 2N linear constraints and 2N nonnegativity constraints. 



Hie matrix skeleton is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

x, x2 .................................... xN  y t  y2 ....................................... JV 

 

The matrix consists of triangular blocks, which are typical of dynamic situations. I he coefficients 

within the blocks are either + 1 or-1, depending on the block. The block m the lower lelt- hand corner is 

smaller by one row and one columns than the other three. I his model is now illustrated numerically in 

section 3.0. 

Numerical Illustration . . 

The unit cost prices and unit selling prices of a commodity for live time periods are tabulated 

 

If initially there are 50 units of the commodity in a warehouse which has capacity lor 200 units, 

determine the quantities to be ordered and sold that will maximize the total profit (torn all the 

periods. 

Solution the inventory problem is staled in LP form as follow. 

Max z = - 25x, - 25x2 - 25x} - 35x4 - 45x5 + 20y, + 35y, + 30ys + 25y4 + 50ys  

 

Fig. 1: Matrix Skeleton of the LP Model Coeffieient Arrays. 

as IUIIUW. 

Period 

1 2 3 4 5 

d (N) 25 25 25 35 45 

Si m 20 35 30 25 50 

 



 

 

The computer program in PASCAL which is used to solve the numerical problem is in Fig. 2 while 
the initial and optimal tableaux of the solution arc in Fig. 3. 

PROGRAM Simplex(input,output); 
CONST 

n-20; m-10; {No. of variables and constraints } {**} 
ncols=21; {Maximum no. of columns in tableau } {**} 
fwt-8; dpt<*2; {Output, format constants for tableau \*aiues) {**} 
fwi=l; {Output format constant for indices } {**) 
largevalue = 1.0E20; sraallvalue“l.0E-10; 

TYPE mrange *= l..m; ncolsrange - l..n; 
matrix = ARRAY [mrange,ncolsrange] OF real; 
column » ARRAY {mrange] OF real; baseindex - 
ARRAY [mrange] OF integer; row - ARRAY 
[ncolsrange] OF real; rowboolean *■ ARRAY 
[ncolsrange] OF  boolean; 

VAR 
a : matrix; ( Matrix A in Standard form of problem } 
b : column; ( Vector b in standard form of problem } 
c : row; { Coefficients of objective function }
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basic : baseindex; { Basic variables at each stage 1 
nonbasic : rowboolean; ( Status indicators for variables l 
*0 : real; { Value of objective function ( 
it : integer; { Iteration counter ) 
solution, 
unbounded : boolean; { Iteration process terminators } 
r, s : integer; ( Row and column of pivot element } 
f3,f4:text; 
PROCEDURE inputdata; 
VAR i,j .’integer; 
BEGIN 

FOR i :» 1 TO m DO 
BEGIN FOR j :« 1 TO n DO read(f3,a[1,j]); read{f3,b[5]) END; 
FOR j 1 TO nDO read(f3,c[j]); read(f3,z0); 
FOR i 1 TO mDO read(f3,basic{i]); 

END; ( Inputdata ) 
PROCEDURE initialise; 

VAR i,j !integer; 
BEGIN it :* 0; solution :” false; unbounded :■* false; 

FOR j :*= 1 TO nDO nonbasic(j) := true; 
FOR 1 1 TO mDO nonbasic[basic(i]] •'* false; 
END; { Initialise } 

PROCEDURE outputtableau; 
VAR L, j :integer; 
BEGIN writeln(f 4); writeln[f4,' ITERATION’, it: 2); 

write(£4,
1
 BASE VAR. ' ’ :fwt-5, ’VALUE’); 

FOR j :« 1 TO n CO write(f4,’ ’ :fwt-fwi-l, ’X’, vriteln (f 4 ) ; 
FOR i := 1 TO m DO 
BEGIN 

write(f4,’ 
1
:B-fwi,’X',basic[i]:fwi,' 

1
:8,b[il: f w t  :<>pt ); 

FOR j :« 1 TO n DO write(f4,a(i,j]:fwt:dpt); wr it.e t n (f 4 ) 
END; 
write (f 4,* ’:7,’ 2’,’ ’ :8, zO:fwt:dpt); 
FOR j :« 1 TO n DO write(f4,c[j]:fwt:dpt); writeJn(f4) 

END; {outputtableau J 

PROCEDURE nextbasicvariable (VAR r,s: integer); 
VAR i, j :integer; min : real; unbounded : boolean; 
BEGIN min largevalue; { Find the variable, s, ) 

FOR j :* 1 TO n DO (to enter the basis. ) 
IF nonbasicfj] THEN IF c[j] < min THEN BEGIN min : c(j); s :j END; 
solution c[s] > - smallvalue; 
IF NOT solution THEN 
BEGIN unbounded :- true; i:» 1; { Check that at least one value ) 

WHILE unbounded AND (i <« m ) DO { in column s is positive. } 
BEGIN unbounded a(i,s] < smallvalue; i:*> i + 1 END; 
IF NOT unbounded THEN 
BEGIN min largevalue; { Find the variable, basic[rj, ) 
FOR i := 1 TO m DO (to leave the basis. ) 

IF a[i,s] > smallvalue THEN 
IF b[i]/a(i,s) < min THEN BEGIN min :« b[i]/a(i,sj; r :- i END; 

nonbasic(basic[r]J true; nonbasicfs] false; basicjr) s; writeln(f4);
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writeln(f4,' PIVOT IS AT ROW 1 , r:fwi, ' COL *, s:fwi) 
END 

END 
END; ( nextbasicvariable } 

PROCEDURE transformtableau ( r,s: integer); 
{ Construct the new canonical form, implementing ) 
VAR i,j :integer; pivot, savec : real; savecol : column; 
BEGIN 

FOR i ;- 1 TO m DO savecol[i] := a[i,s]; savec c[s); pivot a[r,s); b[r] ;= b[r]/pivot; 
FOR j := 1 TO n DO a[r,j] := a[r,j]/pivot; 

FOR i ;>1 TO m DO 
IF i <> r THEN 

BEGIN b(i] b[i] - savecolfi] * b[r]; 
FOR j :- 1 TO n DO a [ i,j] :=a[i,j) - savecol(i) * a[r,j] 

END; 
FOR j := 1 TO n DO c[j] := c[j J - savec * a[r,j]; zO := zO - savec * b[rj; it :- 
it + 1; 

END; {transformtableau ) 

BEGIN { Main Program } 
assign(f3, 'ekoko.in 

1
); reset(f3); 

assign(f4, 'outdata4.out•); rewrite(f4); 
writeln(f4); writeln(f4,' SIMPLEX METHOD'); writeln(f4}; inputdata; initialise; 

REPEAT 
outputtableau; nextbasicvariable{r, s); 
IF NOT (solution OR unbounded) THEN transformtableau(r,s) 
UNTIL solution OR unbounded; 
{ Output results ) writeln(f4); 
IF unbounded THEN writeln<f4,’ VARIABLEs:fwi, ' IS UNBOUNDED') else 
writeln(f4,' MINIMUM AT Z - \ zO:fwt:dpt); close(f3); close(f4); 

END. { Simplex } 

Fig. 2; Program Simplex 

Initial Tableau 

 

BASE VAR. VALUE XI XJ » X4 XJ X6 X7 XS X9 XIO XII XI2 XI3 XU XU XU XI7 
XU XI9 X20 

Xll 150 00 f 00 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 -1.00 0.00 000 0.00 o.x 1.00 o.x O.oo 9.00 o.x ox o.x ox o.x o.x 

X12 150.00 
1.00 100 000 0.00 0.00 

-1.00 -100 
000 000 0.00 000 1 00 000 000 

900 ox 
000 0.00 

ox ox 

X13 150 00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00 *1.00 • 1.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 000 
l.X 

0.00 
ox o.x o.x o.x 

000 
o.x 

XU 15000 t 00 100 100 1 00 0.00 -1.00 -1 00 -100 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.x o.x l.X 000 ox 0.00 o.x o.x ox 

X15 150 00 1 00 1 00 1.00 1 00 1 00 -! 00 -1 00 - 1  oo • 1.90 -ICO coo 0.00 ox 0.00 too o.x o,x o.x o.x o.x 

XI6 50.00 0 00 0.00 000 000 0.00 100 coo Q.00 000 0.00 coo 0.00 coo o.x 000 l.X o.x o.x ox ox 

XI7 50.00 -1 00 9.00 
0.00 000 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0 00 0 00 0.00 0.00 

o.x 0.00 o.x l.X 0.X 
0.00 

0 X 

XI* 50.00 -J.00 -1 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 00 1 00 1.00 0.00 009 0.00 000 0.00 ox o.x ox ox IX o.x G.X 

X19 50.00 • 1 00 -1 oo -1.00 0.00 0.00 [00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
000 

ox o.x 
000 

o.x ox 
0.00 0.00 

ox 
1.00 

o.x 

X20 50 00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 0 00 
1 00 1.00 1 00 

I 00 I 00 
000 

090 
000 

ox 
000 0.00 

ooo ox ox l X 

z 0.00 25.00 23.00 : 25.00 3500 45.00 -2900 •35 00 -30 00 >25. 00 -50 00 0 00 0 CO 0 X 0 X 0 OO 0 .X 0 .00 0 X 0 X 0.00 
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Fig. 3: Initial and Optimal Tableaux 

where X,, X2, X5 represent xh x2, ■■■, x5 respectively and X6, X7, ... X,0 represent y,, v2. ..., y5 respectively. 

The slack variables of the LP problem are Xu, X|2, X2o for 1st, 2nd, ..., 10th linear constraints respectively. 

Hence, the optimal solution is given as: 

x, = 150, x2 = 200, x3 = 200, x4 = 0, x5 = 0 

y, = 0, y2 = 200, y5 = 200, y4 = 0, ys = 200 

and the total profit, z = FW,250.00 

Conclusion 

A lot of research work on deterministic or stochastic inventory theory are centred on finding 

optimal quantity to be ordered or produced and minimum total invenloiy cost. The deterministic inventory 

problem that is considered in this paper is unique as it seeks to know the quantities to be ordered and sold 

that will give maximum total profit. When certain parameters like unit ordering cost and unit selling price 

of each period are known it was possible to determine the quantities to be ordered and sold at each period. 

This was successfully carried out using the formulated LP model, which incorporates the warehouse 

capacity and the initial inventory. The computer program in the paper was used to obtain the solution to the 

numerical problem that has five periods. I he LP model parameters of the inventory problem has certain 

unique triangular patterns, which are depicted in fig. 
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